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In a day of general confusion and uncertainty, music has inherent 
within it a spiritual and inspirational power which can prove highl;y 
b3neficial ·.in the development of democratic ideals and intergroup under­., 
standing., 
Import.ant in the realm of school music are the music contests 
and fe�tivals, lihieh, properly conducted, are but a means to an end, 
rather than the end itself. It is the intent of this writer to examme 
some of the significant aspects of these "means" in the light of their 
value and/or lack of value to the child. 
The terms "Contes"tf" or Competition-Festival11 and 11Festival" are 
·used according to the definitions given by Paul Goodman •1 
Contest .!!: Competitio:a.-Festival: 
These ·te:nns imply the bringing together, for evaluation 
based on eOirJ,parison in competition, representative· 
bands, orchestras, choruses, glee clubs, soloists, and 
small vocal and instrumental ensembles from various 
schools and communities. Competition and comparison 
are paramount. 
Festival: 
The term· "festival" signifies the bringing together 
of groups, or of representative members of groups, 
to achieve massive and representative performances. 
Evaluation based on comparison and competition is 
Of little significance. Cooperation is the keynote. 
lPaul Goodman, neon.tests," Music Educators Journal, XXXIII 
No. 5 (April, 1947), PP• 55-51. 
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IITSTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF CONTESTS IN msTRUMENTAL MUSIC 
EA.RlX CONTESTS AND FESTIVALS 
"Tu about 1250 B.c. Gideon prepared for his battle with the Mid-
ianites. •And he divided the three hundred men into three companies, 
and he put a trumpet in ever,y man 1 s hand • • • and he said • • • When 
I blow with a trumpet • • • then blow ye- the trumpets also'. nl 
Perhaps this was the first massing of horn-bl.ow�rs µi history. 
We find in 1040 B.C. another event which suggests an even larger group 
of players banded together to make music. "David � � Israel played 
before God with all their might, and with singing, and with harps, and 
with psalteries, and with timbrels, and with cymbals, and with trumpets.n2 
Evidently the massing of instrumentalists is an ancient practice . 
Although the Ol.Jnnpic Games which date back to the 6th century B.G. 
were primaril;y" athletic meets, there is some evidence indicating the 
inclusion of musical events.3 
Some of the first competition in music dates from the seventh 
century when the Royal National Eisteddvod of Wales had its beg�ing. 
In the operas of Wagner _( Tannhauser and Die Meistersinger ) one is 
1Ray Giles, Here Comes The Band (New York: Harper & Brothers 
Publishers, 1936), p. 11;:--. - -
2Ibid. 
:3Peter W. Dykema, and Karl W. Gehrkens, The Teaching and Ad­
ministration of High School Music (Boston: C. C:-Ri.rchard innoinP'a.izy, 
1941}, Po 309. 
2 
able to observe the Fe stival s or Tournaments of Song instituted in Ger-
many by the Minnesingers of the 12th and 13th centuries and the Meister­
singers of the 14th, 1.5�, and 16th centurieso 4 
One of the first contests limited to bands was the Grand National 
Brass-band Contest held at Crystal Palace in England in 1860. One hun-
dred and sixty-nine bands were in competition until the field was narrow-
ed down to twelv·e superior groups. It is estimated that there were ov'er 
1,000 instrumentalists participating in this event. These bands were 
private amateur groups, probably fathered by industrialists who beliei7'ed 
that music would be a npleasant and profitable diversion11 for their em­
ployees.5 
A further investigation of the history of contests in music shows 
the existence of competition festivals in England in 1875. The contest 
movement spread in England and in 1921 the British Federation of Competi-
tion Festivals was founded. This federation, by 1929, included one hun-
dred and eighty-three separate competitions in which 100,000 competitors 
took part. These competitions consisted ma:inly of solo and group events 
for children and adults • .  Noteworthy is the fact that more adults competed 
than did children . Musicianship was stressed and judging was rather severe. 
Recognition was given to winners but no trophies or medals were awarded.6 
4Ibid.; Gerald M., Frank, 11What1s Wrong With Our Band Contest 
Judges?n-i;tude, Vol. 68 No. 11 (November, 19.50), p. 24 • 
.5Giles, .?.E• cit., pp. 178-179. 
6ncontests, Competition and l'estival Meets," Report of the National 
Research Council of Music , Research Council Bulletin No. ·12, Music Super­
visors National Converence, Published by the Music Supervisors Journal, 
March, 1930. 
3 
Until well into the 20th century, musical competitions in the 
United States were more or less restricted to the German Saengerfest 
and the Welsh Eisteddvod, this latter group holding contests in a wide 
range of arts and crafts. Probably the first widely used competition 
in American schools was the music memory contest which began.about 1916. 
The Intercollegiate Glee Club Contests, initiated at Harvard in 1913, 
and The Associated Glee Clubs of America, organized in 1924, both in­
fluenced competition in music between high schools.7 
It is quite possible that competition in music, as in any other 
activity, came into being as a result of man1s desire for social ap-
proval and status. When trophies or other awards were to be won ,we may 
assume that the same psychological forces were at work as can be observed 
today when extrinsic rewards are used for motivation. It could be too 
that there is within man an innate desire to excel , and in competition 
he is able, at_times, to find satisfaction� 
It has been suggested that extrinsic motives are not as effective 
as those classified as intrinsic.8 If this is true, it is possible that 
innate .force is more powerful than the promise of material rewards. :EU" 
projecting this 1,ine of thought into the contest situation of today, could 
we assume that the lure of medals and trophies does not provide the motiv-
ation which makes these events so popular, but that there is within the 
individual student an urge to compete? 
7Dykema and Gehrken�, �· cit., pp. 309-310. 
8 Sidney Le Pressley and Francis Po Robinson, Psychology and the New 
Education (New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1933), p. 42� - -
THE DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
The rapid growth of bands and orchestras in schools, communities, 
and industrial eoncems during the last thirty years is considered by 
maD\V to be a movement with.out parallel in musical histoey. From a mere 
scattering of nondescript orchestral groups.in.1910, we had in the third 
decade of the centu,ey over 150,000 instrumental organizations in the 
public schools alone. Colleges and universities vie with one another in 
offering special inducements to skilled performers on musical :instruments. 
With government support, community orchestras have grown up like mush-
rooms overnight. In factories and over the air come the strains of 
special. music groups organized and financed by industry. Tod� we are 
literal]Jr engulfed in music. Not only through the urbanization ef our 
.. 
population with its increased facilities for hear:ing music well performed, 
but also through such mechanical inventions as the phonograph, the movies, 
the radio, and television the hearing of music has become more and more 
a part of our daily living. Symphonies, once the sole property of the 
aristocrat,. are now at the beck and call of the masses. The man in the 
street has material means for spiritual growth that have no equal in all 
history. If he fails to derive emotional release and mental solace from 
the wealth of art at his connnand, it cannot be due to a lack of abun­
dance, but rather to a manner of living which inhibits healthy enjoyment 
of the facilities available.9 
9 Theodore F. Normann, Instrumental Music in The Public Schools. 
(Bryn Mawr: Theodo� Presser Com�ey,. 1939), p. i:- - . 
5 
The early history of the school band cannot be presented ade-
quately without tracing the whole course of instrumental music in our 
schools. While vocal music was recognized as a school subject in 1838, 
instrumental· music was not introduced even as an extra-curricular ac-
tivity until about 1900. This belated start was due to four causes, 
according to Edward Birge, the music historian. First was "the contin-
uance throughout mu.ch of the nineteenth century of the early prejudice 
carried over from t� previous eentury.nlO It was considered frivolous, 
if not wicked, to study instruments seriously. The second cause was 
the absence of authoritative performances of master works until after 
1850. People had n0 idea of the possibilities of instrumental music., 
A third cause was the fact that most of the early music supervisors were 
not instrumentalists but sin.gars. And a final cause was the attitude of 
school administrators who had no precedent either in this country or in 
Europe for introducing instrumental work in the schools. Singing in the 
schools of Europe preceded a similar movement here, . but  instrumental. 
music was distinct'.cy" a product of American ideas of democracy in eduea-
tion. 
·Nearly 300 years passed.before instrumental music invaded the 
schools.of All&rica, yet within the past forty years it has taken up its 
residence as an important factor in public education. If we are to under­
stand this appare.ntly spontaneous d�velopment, we must consider some of 
the influences underlying it. 
10aerald R. Prescott. and Lawrence W. Oiidester, Getting ResultS 
With School Barids (New York: Carl Fischer, Inc. and Pa�tt 
Music Company, 1938), pp. 3-4. 
6 
Music in the Colonies 
Looking back at the great periods in art history we find that 
there is, consistently present not onl;r a freedom from the cares and re­
striction of eking out a bare existence on the part of those who patron-
ize the arts, but also a.. eommunica ti on and intenningling of .various 
streams of thought. 
conditions existed. ' 
In the life of the early c.olonies neither of these 
( 
The rigorous struggle for existence and the diffi-
eulties of communica.tion which led to � inbreeding of hai>its and customs 
were ha.rdl;r conducive to the :widespread culture of the art of music'... il-
though it is now disproved that the music of the ea,rly colonists consisted 
solely of raucous psalm singing there is still no evidence to prove �hat 
the music of instruments was very widely cultivated.- Some sects, notably 
the Quakers of Pennsylvania, were. strongcy epp0sed. to music in any farm· 
because of· religious prejudices. Toward the end of the 18th century., 
however, coincident with the rise of sueh cities as New ,Orleans, Charles­
ton, Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York; and Boston,. we find conditions 
gradually changing. Increased immigration, the growth and development 
of trade together with the influx of new wealth, new fashions, and new 
industries inevitably created an. atmosphere in which the art of music 
could more readily flourish. Various musical societies were f ermed which 
served to encourage musieal interest through coneert� and actual partic­
ipation in performance. Many of these concerts were quite elaborate 
affairs and were often presented with considerable pomp and ceremony.11 
7 
Revolution in Europe 
The French Revolution may be said to have actually prepared the 
way for the growth of band music, although the connection may not be 
apparent on the surface. Nevertheless, the implilse toward a deI11E>cra­
tization of the arts was a notable accompanying factor of the political 
and social changes . of the period. A musical body capable of performing 
in the open air, where large crowds of people could gather and listen, 
was an obviously desirable thiBgJ the military bands were soon somewhat 
augmented for the purpose. 
With the general spread of the social changes brought about by 
the industrial revolution, the demand for a "popularizedH music ineyi tably 
grew, and it was met throughout Europe by the military band. Whatever the 
form of government in a given country, there was created by the shift in 
the basic struct'lire of society a new public., eongregate<il in cities. 
Just as· the string quartet was an appropriate musical �edium for 
the salon of a nobleman, so was the enlarged ni,neteenth century orchestra 
or band the o'bvious nieans of giving musieal satisfaction to the larger 
. ·  '· 
numbers of the newly :franchised middle class. The orchestra developed 
along lines with which we are familiar; it became the organization ap­
propriate to the large concert hall. 'lhe band became, as it were, an 
_institution for the overflow, for those whose limited material resources 
excluded them from the orchestr� concerts, or whose inability to enjoy 
the increasingly complicated eom.positions of' the musical'vanguard led them 
" ' 
to demand a more simple and immediate form of musical entertainment.12 
12Richard Franko Goldman., Th.e Band's Music (New York: Pitman 
Publishing Corporation, 19.38), pp�-6. 
8 
The year 1848 saw the cljmax of a series of revolutions for in­
dustrial and social freedom in England, France, Germany, Austria•Hungary, 
and Italy. Poverty and strife drove hundreds cf foreign musicians to 
our shores. It was natural 'that haven should be sought in America be­
cause the war with Mexico had just ended in victor.r for the United States, 
opening new lands and holding forth the promise of untold wealth to be 
gained in the gold fields of. California. The states were entering upon 
another boom period. The most important group of musicians to come frc>m 
Europe at this tlm.e was the Germania Society, an orchestra whose member­
ship was made up entire� of professional ·musicians. This orchestra 
remained about six years, pla;yed' in all the principal cities; and gave 
Amel'icans a new conception of musical performance. '!'bis society disband­
ed in 1854. Its members settled in various cities where they continued 
to exart a strong influence on our musical life by carrying on their 
activities in other �rganizations.13 
Development of the Concert Band 
I 
It must be remembered that the band has a definite tradition a-
rising out of the military. From the time of the bands which accompanied 
Edward III to battle, to the early town bands of Germa�, the oboe bands 
of Louis .XIV and the Napoleonic army bands, wind-instrument combinations 
have had their musical :f'unctions subordinated to what may be termed their 
moral, civic, or martial duties. A surV"ey of the original literature 
I 
will sh� that much honest music was written for wind instruments, but 
l'-- . ' "'.Normann , �. 2.::!• , PP• 3-h.. 
9 
with the. exception of marches, little for bands. The concert band did 
not begin to take shape until the nineteenth century, although its pro­
totype was fully evolved in·the eighteenth.14 
Through all the development of the Concert Band in the United States 
up to this time there had been no established rates for musicians. Oertain 
grievances among the musicians led to the formation in 1863 of a Musical 
Protective Union by members of the variqus New. York bands. This establish-
ed rate of pay had much to do with the permanency of band playing as a 
vocation .. 
· About 1874 Patrick Gilmore had his greatest band ..  Gilmore was the 
outstanding band organizer and ·executive in the field.15 His was the 
largest band of its day and one,of the four enjoying national reputations. 
A great concert garden in which his players were constantly employed ser-
ved to preserve organization and keep his band before the public. The 
concert band as we know it today had its roots in the early bands of 
Patrick Gilmore. 
Later in the century Reeves, Brooks, Innes, Conway, Sousa, and 
others carried on the work of Gilmore.. The most famous of these was John 
Philip Sousa., whose name was known, at the time of his tours, to nearly 
every man, woman, and child in America; and whose band of eighty-four 
musicians served to crystallize band instrumentation in this country. 
The latter half of the 19th century saw what practically amounted 
to a revolution in .American music. From music which was almost entirely 
14Goldman, �· �·, pp. 4-5. 
l5Giles, �p. cit., pp. 32-33. 
10 
vocal and limited principally to church usage, it had become predominant-
ly secular and had expanded into immeasurable channels. There was no 
lack of opportunity to hear masterworks well performed; many towns had 
their choir, their musical club, their brass band. Private teachers were 
numerous, and instrumental study usually took the form of solo playing, 
with the piano as the :instrument of widest choice. In spite of the wide-
spread interest in music, the schools of the country were slow in taking 
instrumental music into the educational fold. In the early years of the 
century such an activity would have been impossible because of the musi-
cal ignorance and prejudices of many of the people.. But during the 
eighties and nineties when the country was earnestly interested in every 
aspect of music the reluctance of schools to broaden the music program 
may appear somewhat puzzling.16 We are�indeed indebted to the early 
concert bands of Gil.more, Sousa, and others for "holding th.e fort" until 
our school systems saw fit to include instrwnental music in their cur-
riculum. 
Instrumental Music in American Schools 
It is impossible to say definitely when school instrumental work 
began in America., Most writers seem. to agree that only the beginnings 
were laid before the World War. Birge describes several achievements 
during the first decade and a half of this century but concludes that all 
ef£orts previous to the War were of a pioneer character.17 By the close 
1�ormann, op. cit", pp. 7-8. 
-- - ' 
17Edward Bailey ·Birge, History of Public School Music In 'lhe 
United States (Boston:, Oliver ilhtson Company, !928), pp. 174-181:-
11 
of the World War, class instruction in band and orchestra instruments 
was beginning to receive support from school officials,� and the real era 
of public school class instruction in instrumental music dates from about 
this time •18 
With the increasing number of private teachers trained in numerous 
colleges and conservatories in this country and abroad it was inevitable 
that sooner or later young instrumentalists would become interested in 
musical activities other than vocal music or solo playing on an instru­
ment. Just before 1900, small student orchestral groups were formed 
here and there, generally under the leadership of some enterprising music 
lover who sought out his fellow students and urged them to join the group. 
The personnel of these organizations was solely a matter of chance, de­
pending upon the instruments various families had selected for their 
children. Any miscellaneous assortment of instruments was dignified by 
the term "high school orchestra.n Occasional public performances were 
given, and not infrequently the orchestra became a connnunity, as well as 
a school organization, playing at church socials, civic celebrations, 
and various school functions. 
Acceptance of instrumental music 1:w' the high schools came very 
gradually. From permitting instrumental groups to use schoolrooms and 
appear at certain school functions, they later gave more official sanc­
tion 1:w' occasionally appropriating funds for needed equipment. Another 
step was marked when the vocal supervisor or some member of the regular 
faculty, who usually had played some instrument in his college band or 
18Prescott and Chidester, op. cit., p. 4. 
12 
orchestra, exercised some general direction over its activities. Oc-
casionally a professional musician was engaged on a pa.rt-time basis to 
serve as a guiding spirit. This latter arrangement often had serious 
disadvantages. The professional musician trajned in a conservatory 
under private tutelage frequently lacked the academic background nec­
essary for a harmonious working relationship with the school . His ex­
perience as a private teacher often led him to take an unsympathetic 
· attitude toward public education in music, and frequently proved a ser­
ious handicap rather than an asset in handling groups of children. · His 
ideals, high though they may have been, were often impessible of attain­
ment oocause he failed to understand some of the underlying principles 
of successful group motivation. 
The supervisor, on the other hand, while possessing many of those 
qualities which the professional musician lacked, was frequently defi-
cient in general musicianship. · His orchestral lmowledge and experience 
often amounted to practically nothing. And the faculty member, in spite 
of occasional experience in a college orchestra or community band, was 
often lacking in his knowledge of musical fundamentals. Nevertheless, 
limited though they �have been in the type of musicianship required 
for orchestral directing, these teachers frequently succeeded through 
sheer force of personality and earnest effort. True, there were occa­
sional teachers who by ae.cident or otherwise possessed both the necessary 
musicianship and academic background to adjust themselves successfully to 
band or orchestra work. These happy combinations, however, were compara­
tively rare. 
1%ormann, op. cit., pp. 11-12. · 
I ' --
13 
Out of the school band and orchestra movement there grew a de-
ma.nd for a new type of teacher - one who combined the ability to give 
instruction on all instruments of the orchestra and band with a consid-
erable degree of executive leadership. Professor McWhood of Columbia 
University found in a survey of music in colleges :in 1908 that only six­
teen,recognized music for entrance credit while thirty-eight accepted it 
as part of the elective for Bachelor of Arts degree or its equivalent. 
Of those colleges granting credit the majority had ta.ken the step be­
ween 1905 and 1908. From this beginning it was not a far call to the 
development of specific courses designed for the .training of special 
teachers of music. In a similar survey conduct�d by the National Re­
search Council of the Music Supervisors National Confererioe. (1929) it 
was discovered that of the 594 colleges reporting., 465 offered music for 
credit and 108 offered courses for the training of the supervisor of 
music. Over .fifty per cent of those schools which accepted music for 
credit had done so within the ten year period preceding 1929. There is 
no report concerning the activities of private conservatories of music, 
but that they too recognized the growing demand for special training .for 
the new type of supervisor.20 
The first years in which instrwnental music was becoming establish­
ed in the schools put to the test the ability of the American public 
school system to adjust itself to widening educational aims, purposes and 
ideals. During these .formatiive years the junior high school came into 
20Ib�·d., 17 18 ... pp. - • 
being, and the National Committee on the Reorganization of Secondary Ed­
ucation fo.rmulated a philosophy of adoles cent educational development in 
harmony with the spirit of the period. It was an era of readjustment. 
School authorities foWld difficulty, not in sympathizing with and welcom-
ing the participation of pupils in in,strumental activi.ties, but in ac-
cepting the material consequences involved, such as the purchase of 
instruments, supplying rooms for practice , employing additional teachers, 
and arranging their place :in the curriculum. The constantly motmt,�g 
proofs.of its effectiveness as an educational subject and its almost lit-
eral invasion of the school ro0m combined at last to bring about a general 
acceptance of.instrumental instruction as a legitimate school activity 
and provision for l.ts adequate development.21 
The first school band on record was the Farm and Trades School 
Band of Boston Harbor, organized in 18$8. Victor Grabel organized and 
directed the first Public school band in the state of Wisconsin in 1916. 
"This band," writes Mr. Grabel, "was organized in Richland Center. ·nur­
ing its second year it attracted such attention that educators from other 
cities began to make visits of investigation, often with the result that 
they were inspired to organize bands in their own schools. A few years 
<. 
later a band contest was organized and held in a nearby locality. At 
this first meeting there were on'.cy' about five bands in attendance. But 
the enthusiasm and interest was such that the·directors were encouraged 
22 to continue ." 
2L 
�irge, op. cit., pp. 173-20$. 
22Prescott and Chidester, op.�., p. 7. 
15 
This statement of Mr. Grabel•s, showing conditions in a Middle 
Western state, tends to indicate a slow growth in school bands before 
the World War. The reason . for this retarded development is clear; there 
was no large group of school children experienced on wll>.d instruments. 
Most of the young musicians studied stringed instruments with private 
teachers and thus provided material for orchestras but not for bandso 
The demand for wind players being restricted by the instrumentation of 
the orchestra, it was only natural that more children were attracted to 
the strings than the brass and woodwind. To overcome this obstacle, maey 
of the pioneer band leaders gave individual lessons to interested boys 
and girls. This meant that beginnings were difficult and that progress 
was slow. Organization was aided somewhat by the irresistibJ.e appeal 
which the band on parade, especially in uniform, had for the adolescent 
child. But the intensive development of the school band had to wait for 
the end of the World War and for the coming of the band contest.23 
The tremendous increase in school bands from 1917 to 1927 may, in 
part, be explained by the fact that following the World War many men 
trained in a.rnw and rw.vy bands, finding themselves faced with the neces-
sity of gaining a livelihood, saw in the school's awakened interest an 
opportunity to put into practical use the musical training they had re­
ceived during their enlistment. 24 
23Ibid., pp. 7-8. 
24 
Normann, op., �., p. 15 .. 
16 
The Conte s t  Movement 
Although the World War gave the band · movement a decided impetus , 
it remained for the school band c ontest to he ighten the inte re s t  thus 
generated .  The firs t national c onte st, held in Chicago in 1923, was or­
ganized privately by band instrument manufacturers with the avowed pur-
pose of stimulating the d emand for ins truments . De spite a small attendance 
of only 25 band s ,  the conte st was spe ctacular and suc cessfulo Managed 
s olely from a publicity viewpoint, however, it brought forth many complaints 
from s chool men. · The se complaints led the :instrument manufacturers to ask 
the National Bureau f or the Advancement of Music to spons or the conte sts 
if the manufacturers would supply the funds .  The Bureau naturally turned 
to the school educators themselve s as the proper persons to handle such 
a proj ect. The Committee on Instrumental Affairs of the Music Super­
visors 1 National Conference was induced to conduct the c onte sts on the 
ba s is of promoting educational value s and re cognizing the nee d s  of the 
s chools .. It was agreed that the Bureau was to administer the conte st and 
to act as exe cutive headquarters . 
The Committee on Instrumental Affairs immediately centered its at­
tention upon the development of s tate band conte sts so that participation 
might be extended over as wide an area as pos s ible ; the national c onte st 
was withdrawn until 1926. Interest was s timulated ;  the number of bands 
competing in state conte s ts increased from 50 in 19 24 to 315 in 1926 . 
No promotional methods were used . The Committee simply re commended the 
conte sts and offered pri ze s ;  it of co urse s ele cted the c onte st numbers 
and made the rule s governing the competition . 
17 
The first national school band contest unde r  the new sponsorship 
was held in Fos�oria, Ohio, in 1926 . In order to obtain reduced fare s on 
railroad s some fonn.a.J. organization was ne ce s sary, and thus the National 
School Band Association came into be ing . The new a s sociation had no 
concrete objective s until 1928 when at the national contest held in 
Joliet it was given control over the s olo and ensemble conte s ts . By 1932 
the number of bands compe ting in state conte sts had reached 1 , 050 with 
all but four states represented .  
Because of the great succe s s  of the band conte sts and their dem­
onstrated value , a similar movement was inaugurated in the orchestra 
field . The first national school orche stra conte st was held in Iowa City 
in 1929 . Since there was the same need for reduced railroad fares , . the 
National School Band Association was expanded into the National School 
Band and Orche stra As sociation with separate departments for band and 
orches tra . In 1932 two d istinct but cooperative organ izations were se t 
up, the National School Band As so ciation and the Nati onal S chool Or­
che s tra Ass o ciation. 
A .further s tep forward in conte s t  administration was taken in 1937 
when a national-re gional plan of organization was proposed to ta ke the 
place of the old national plan . The prime purpose of this change pro­
poses to give more school bands and orche stras the s timulation and eval­
uation which only a national conte st provide s .  
Under the new plan each state organization would appoint two 
members to their re gional board of control. The chairmen of the re gional 
boards and a member-at-large in turn automati cally would become members 
of the national board of control which would ele ct its own President, 
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Vice -Pre sident,, and Secretary-Treasure r .  The national organization 
would become mere:cy a supervisory body of the ten regions ; it would not 
conduct conte sts . 
The National-Regional contests were t o  be adminis tered by the 
regional boards under national rule s and national supervision. Judge s 
were to be approved by the �tional organization, and jud ging procedure 
as outlined in the manual, Standards of Ad judication of the Nati onal. 
School Band As so ciation, were to, be followed . 25 
Another important change under the new plan was the provision f or 
sub-state , state , and re gional clinics to avoid the dupli cation of e ffort 
which was so noticeable under the old s tate -national plan. Shortly after 
the opening of the school year su}::>-state clinics were to be held in 
various parts of the ten regions , t o  be followed a few weeks' later by 
state clinics . Final:cy, e ar:cy in the spring, re gional elinics :were to 
be held at which all of the state and national required c onte st sele c-
tions were to be played by picked groups of s chool musi cians under gue st 
· conductors . 
This brief history of band conte sts brings out clear:cy the ·t,re ... 
mendous · growth in school bands during the last ten years . It is not too 
much to sq that a history of the ·conte sts is a hl.story of the bands . 
' 
Not only has the number of school bands increased bayond all hope s and 
2SDue to the increasing number of band s entering contests , the 
National-Re gional contest has been dis continued and a c onte s t  on state� 
wide level has taken its place , administered by the separate state 
departments of education or s imilar agencies .. In the s tate of . Illinois 
in 1953 there were 77 band s  in the state c onte sts . The se were select 
groups which had survived district compe tition. 
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eXpe ctations ,, but the performance of maey of them has reached the stage 
where they equal,, if not exceed ,, in this respect the best profess ional 
band s in America. 26 
26 
Prescott and Chide ster, !E• cit., , pp .  8-10 . 
CHAPTER IT 
THE CASE FOR CONTESTS 
It is significant that the tremendous expansion of the s chool 
music program has been coincidental with the development o f  c ompetitive 
music festivals . 
Philip B .  Cory, Profes sor of Music at the University of North 
Dakota, has 11 invented 11 a Ilzy'thical s tate whose contests embody all the 
central tendencies of the 36 states who reported in answer to a que stion-
naire devised by him. The following statements may be made regarding 
this Ilzy'thical state : 
Its music festivals are compe titive . The s chools are divided 
into four class ifications based on population, and an extra 
classification is provided for junior high school or elementary 
groups . The four principal class ifications are : ( 1) for s chools 
of 750 students and up ,  ( 2 )  for those between 251 and 749 , 
( 3 )  from 101 to 250, and (4) those schools whose population is 
100 or le ss . 
There are eight d istrict competitions and one final, to whi ch 
the average maximum traveling distances for large groups to these 
contests are 110 and 230 mile s respe ctively .  However ,  the final 
competition is separated into s e ctions as to time and pla ce .  
The district competition lasts a day and a half and the f inal 
continues for two . 
Three judge s  from colleg� facultie s hear the large groups 
perform sele c tions chosen from a list of test sele c tions of fre·ely 
chosen by the d irectors , and rate the groups on a s cale of five 
levels . The bands then proceed to compete in a sight reading test.  
Soloists and small ensembles are rated similarly by one to 
three judge s,  and competition may be interrupted from time to 
time by the judge as he make s  some oral c omment des igned to be 
instructive to the contestants and their teache rs . As a rule , the 
instrumental entries are re s tricted to those instruments normally 
played in bands or orchestras . 
The winners of top ratings are awarded ce rtificate s ,  p ins or 
medals either by the conte st organization or by the schools they 
repre sent . 
The competition fe stivals are s ponsored either by the state 
music educators association or by the secondary school activ1ties 
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as sociation, and are c ontrolled by j oint action of musi c  d ire ctors 
and s chool administrators . Expenses are met by a re gistration 
fee for all s tudent participants , by s chool membership fee s ,  and 
by event fees, plus the gate re ceipts from a public entertainment 
programe This last feature is usually a concert by the massed 
groups supplemented by outstandi ng solo and small ensemble selec­
tions , or may be a concert by all-state or all-district groups 
composed of sele cted personnel. l 
There is little doubt but what the conte st in musi c  has had a 
def inate effe ct on the numbe r of public s chools now including band in 
their curricula. It is quite pos sible that the se compe titions have been 
somewhat re sponsible for the excellence in performance displayed by many 
of the se bands . 
Many educators and musicians are quick to point out other argu-
ments in favor of the competitive fe stival or contest. 
Conte sts raise the standard of the band ' s mus ical performance . 
' 
There is little argument but what the preparation for compe tition in 
which performan�e is to be analyzed and criticized by competant adjudi-
cation is beneficial. In communitie s where schools have competed , stand = 
ards of performance have been inclined to rise de spite some unsound 
methods of ad jud icati9n. Attention to accuracy, tone quality, pitch, bal­
ance ,. interpretation, and other items stressed in j ud ging generally tend 
to improve performance . 2  
lPhilip B .  Cory, "High School Competitive Music Festivals, " Mus ic 
Educators Journal, XXXVII No . 4 (February-March, 1951) ,  p .  38 0 
2John w. Beattie , 11The School Music Fe s tival , " School Music , 
XXl:II No . 158 (January-February, 1932) ,  pp . 3-5; Prescott and Chide ster, 
op . cit . ,  pp . 247-248 ; Goodman ,  op . cit . ,  P• 56; and Frank, op . � . ,  
, p:- 24. 
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If there is inertia and incompetence · to be overcome , probably the 
stimulation, even the shock, of a conte s t  is needed . 3 
Conte sts raise the standard of music to be performed o One of the 
finest results of competit�on has been the wide dissemination of infor-
mation as to what constitutes good musi c  and which of that music is ap-
propriate for school use . Directors and the ir s tudents have been obliged 
to use mus ic of a higher order, selected , in man.y case s ,  by persons of 
authority . Once accustomed to music of this sort, s chool musicians tend 
to be le ss satisfied with the unintere sting and poorer grade of music 
played so often on school programs .4 
Contests provide an opportunity for director and stud ents to com-
pare their work with that of othe rs . Students can be motivated toward 
better musicianship by comparing their performance with that of others , 
as well as having the bene fit of the opinions of competent j udge s . 5  
Motivation for learning is provided by c ontes t .  Clas s instruction 
can be motivated by contes t .,  Intere s t  is  increased ,  and meaningful sit-
uations are c reated . The wise teacher, be ing of mature mind and jud ge -
men t ,  is able t o  develop des irable attitude s in the s tudent to be e ithe r  
3Dykema and Gehrkens ,  op . cit . , p .. 329 . 
4John H. S tehn, "The Musi c  Contest and Music Education, '' Music 
Educators Journal, XXXIII No . 4 ( Fe bruary-March, 1947 ) , p. 48 ;  Beattie , 
op . cit. , pp . 3-5; and Pre scott and ·Chidester, op e cit . ,  p. 247 .  
5Prescott and Chide s ter, op . c it . , pp . 247-248 ; and Stehn, op. 
�. , p . 48 .  
- - -
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a good winne r or good loser . Th is understand ing of competiti�m can be 
developed and earried over into the commercial and so cial life of the 
6 adult . 
Wilson is of the opinion that only when there is a contest or 
s ome similar goal can the d irector expe ct students to be motivated to 
the extent that they will be willing to s trive for perfection with care ­
ful attention to detail . 7 
Dykema and Gehrkens summari ze the bene ficial aspe cts of c onte st 
as follows : 
A well-run contest develops an alert learning spirit; it focus se s  
attention on many matters which would otherwise be overlooked ;  it 
leads to a realization that while the s pirit of the musi c  is always 
the ultimate end , this can be as sured only when the music is sat­
isfactorily pre sented ; it demonstrate s that a competitive performance 
is simply a more advanced and better performance than one gives for 
friends or schoolmate s ;  and f inally , it emphas izes that all value s 
are comparative and that those pe ople progre s s  most who insist on 
comparing the ir work with the be s t  in . their class . 8  
It is generally true that motivation is more easily provided for 
both teacher and student when use is made of a tangible obj e ctive . Often 
the local program or performance seems to lack the motivating force of a 
contest or a program for a " distant audience . "  
Maddy says that " The spirit of c ompetition is the s tronge st in-
centive we can appeal to, and it will ins till more ambition than any 
6Robert w .  Milton, " Our  S chool Musi c Contests and Fe stivals , "  
Music F.ducators. J ournal, XXX:II No . 2 (N ovember ... De cember, 1945)-, PP • 30-
�scott and Chide ster, op . c it . ,  p .  247 ; William D. Revelli; it contest 
anq Ad judication, 11 Etude , LXII  No:' 4 (April, 19.54) , p . . 19 ;," Stehn, op . 
ei t . , p.  48 ;  and Goodiiiari, op • .  cit . ,  p • .56 . 
· · -
7HarrY Robert Wils on, Mus ic · rn The Hiih S chool �  (New York ; silver 
Burdett ·company, 1941) ,  p . 90. 
- - -
8.oykema and Gehrkens , op . cit . , p .  327 . 
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other device . 119  Most d irectors agree that compe tition for chairs with-
in a group is a powerful motivating device . 
Goodman has said that if the s tudent response to the appeal of 
conte sts is properly d ire cted , s trong intrins ic motive s can be built up­
on the extrins ic one s . 10 
Conte sts prepare students for reality. The proponents of conte st 
in general point . out the fact that this is a competitive world and that 
conte sts prepare s tudents for reality. Compe tition is one of the s trong-
est human drive s  and it stimulate s activity and progress in any field of 
endeavor accord :ing to these authoritie s •11 
Gehrkens , in sympathy with this idea, has said 11 • • •  one must 
learn to take the bitter wi"t h  the sweet, both in musi c  conte s ts ,  and in 
human life in general . · One must learn also that there will always be 
� wrong and � injustice, for this is , after all earth and not 
heaven . 1112 
Contest trips provide s timulation and a valuable s o cial experience . 
The stimulation which c ome s from pe rforming be fore 11distantn aud ience s ,  
i f  properly developed and directed , c an  be o f  great benefit t o  the school 
music organizations and to their individual members . The re seems to be 
such a spirit of absorbing concentration on the primary purpose s of the se 
No, 5 
9Norman, .££• cit . ,  p .  228 . 
lOaoodman, op . cit . ,  p . 56 .  
' - - . .  
llwilson ,  op . cit . , 
12Karl w. Gehrkens ; 
(May, 1951) , p .  58 . 
pp . 114-115 and Revelli , op o cit . , p .  19 . 
t1About Jud ging Musi c  Conte sts, '' Etude , LXIX 
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trips that t�e . resultant self-control and self-d is cipline bring out the 
be s t  in the participants . 
Prope rly conducted conte sts provid e invaluable expe riences for 
thousand s of young people , includ ing that of learning to appri ciate the 
a chievement of one 1 s  fellows .13 
Conte s ts off er an opportunity for the recognition of worthwhiJ.e 
attainment. Music organizations , as such , are performing groups .  Some 
opportunity must be provided in which their atta mne nts c an  be obse rve d . 
Conte s ts offer this opportunity plus the added advantage of constructi� 
criticism. 
Conte s ts arouse public interest in s chool music . Frequently con-
te sts will help to enlis t public and administrative support . Certainly 
in some situations the public is intere sted , as evidence d by the d istance s 
interested c itizens will travel to obse rve " their band " in contes t .  Pre s -
cott and Chide ster refer to the publicity given t o  s chool music by par­
ticipation in contests as "legitimate publicity . u14 
Conte sts , at least indirectly, are re spons ible for the acquisition 
of better musical equipin.ent . In order to produce mus i cally superior 
groups it has been necessa:cy to provide more and better ins truments and 
unifonns for bands so that they may rank high in the categorie s of 11 In­
strumentationn and "General Appearance " found on the adjudication sheets . 
13 . .  Goodman, �· cit . ,  p .  56. 
� . 48 Pre s c ott and Chide ster, op . cit . ,  p .  2 . • 
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It generally follows that the use of more and better instruments ,  re-
gardle s s  of the manner in which they are, acquired , results in a more 
musical performance .15 
Conte sts are responsible , at leas t partially, for better trained 
dire ctors . Only well tra ined d irecto rs can c onstantly a chieve the re sults 
demanded for succe s s ful  compe tition . For this reas on , administrators 
have endeavored to secure only the most capable dire ctors for their schools . 
Dykema and Gehrkens s tate that advocate s of tre conte st believe 
that "The contest tends  to weed out ine fficient teachers . 1116 . 
i 
15Beattie , op . cit . , p .  4; Frank, op . cit . ,  p .  24; and Prescott and 
Chidester, op . cit7; :P:--248.  
1%-kema and Gehrkens ,  .£E .  cit . , p .  .313 .  
CHAPTER III 
THE CASE AGAINST CONTESTS 
Educators were not long in re cognizing some of the ills whi ch 
made their appe arance with the conte st movement. It cannot be denied 
that in s ome instances their objections were valid . Strangely enough , 
even though reme d ial measure s were taken, the original objections re-
main, at least to a de gree , foremost in the mind s of thos e who are op-
posed to compe tition . They are quick to point out the faults in the 
conte st sys tem . 
Competition in conte sts is overstre s sed . The point has been 
reached in some situations where the contes t  oc cupies such a pos ition 
of importance that all other musical a ctivitie s are made subord inate to 
• t  1 J. . •  
Too o ften in contest the emphas is is upon the rating rece ived . 
after a participant has finished his perf orm.ance he is apt to leave the 
conte s t  room to await his rating and he ars very little of the remaining 
performance s .  Discriminating listening should be a vital part of our 
program of music education and much of the v�lue of conte s t  is lo s t  when 
participants do not l isten to each othe r. 
Stehn has pointed out that there is a general lack of integration 
of contest material with the s chool program as a whole ; cente ring the 
year 1 s  musi c  program on the c onte st . 2  
1Beattie , op . cit . ,  p .  21. 
2stehn, �· cit . ,  p .  48 . 
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Some are of the opinion that the compe titive aspe ct is bad in a 
world that needs cooperation rather than compe tition, and that conte sts 
s ometimes stimulate groups and individuals to promote the ir own intere s ts 
without regard for those of the other person .  
In some ins tances worthwhile learning ac tivitie s may be put a­
side in an effort to "make a showing ., 11 Furthennore , the development of 
worthy attitude s  and ideals is apt to be overlooked when the spirit of 
competition is allowed to become the main incentive to study . The ex­
trins ic motivation and artificial stimulation embod ied in conte st prep­
aration and participation tend to shift the attention of the pupils from 
the broad implicat ions in the music itself to the recognition and rewards 
that are to be derived from its performance . In other word s , the re is a 
dange r  of letting conte sts be come ends in themse lve s .  
S ome  directors are jud ged mainly on conte st re sults . The re are 
instances reported where a d irector ' s  j ob hinged on his ability to pro­
duce winning groups ) There seems to be a tendency on the part of some 
school administrators and townspeople to rely too much on conte st ratings 
to evaluate their music d ire ctors a 
Too much money is spent for conte st . Much expense is involved in 
providing uniforms , instruments , mus ic, transportation, entrance fe e s ,  
and room and board . More pe rhaps than it is wise to spend for a s ingle 
enterprise . 
3Beattie , �., �. , p .  4. 
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Too much time is devoted to preparation f or contest� So that a 
prior ye ar • s record may be ma inta ine d ,  some groups may begin rehearsing 
spe cial. conte st numbers months 'before they are to be performed . In 
such case s the development of repertoire is necessarily limited . 
It is doubtful that any group gains facility in the . playing of two 
or three pieces by spend ing all of its rehearsal time for four or five 
months on only these pie ce s . There is little doubt that a group wh ich is 
properly rehe arsed and drilled in the fundamentals of music and in a; 
good and varied repertoire will play contest pie ces much be tter than a 
group whi ch practi ce s only the latter. 
Conte sts are not vitally intere sting to the public . In the tra-
ditional conte st the public is apatheti c about the program, which often 
drags on for hours . 4 There is often a lack of c ontras t  in the · mus i c  
performed by the various groups , for little attention is  given to aud i­
ence intere s t .  Since music is a very pote nt force for developing f ine  
public relations be tween s chool and community ,  it would appear that s ome 
direc tors are mis sing a real opportunity when they place so much emphasis 
on a musical program which d oe s  not inte rest the public .  
It i s  not at all uncommon to f ind fine mus ical groups perf orming 
in conte st with practically no audience pre sent to hear their work . 
Friend s and parents listen to the pe rformance of  the group in wh ich they 
are interested , and shortly their place s are ta.ken by the supporters of 
the next organization to appear. 
11carl D .  Ernst ,  ''Are Mus ic Contests Outmoded ?" Music Educators 
Journal , XllIII N o .  2 (N ovember,.,])ecembe r ,  19 46) , p .  26. 
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Conte sts limit a ba.nd 1 s  repertoire . By using required numbe rs , 
s tudents lose out on the pos s ibilitie s for increas ing the ir acquaintance 
with many different type s of mus i c .* When they d o  lis ten to other groups 
perform at conte st, s o  very often they hear the same mus ical sele ctions 
which they already know. It would seem that there would be much more 
incentive for listening if the pro grams were varied , giving the teache r 
and the pupil an opportunity for widen:ing the ir repertoire . 
Conte sts force organizati ons to use music which i s  above their 
performance ability . Inasmuch as a class "A11 band is expe cte d  to use 
clas s 11A'' mus ic, a clas s "Bu band , cla s s  "B'' mus ic , there are frequent 
occas ions when a band is heard perforwing music which is above their pe r-
formance ability .  In preparing such numbers , they mus t rehearse them 
intensively to the exclusion of pos sibly more intere sting selecti ons 
whi ch l ie within their ability .  A s  a re sult of such intens ive preparation 
on a very few numbe rs , many s chool mus ic groups are inadequately prepared 
to d o  a musical job of sight-read ing new materials v  S ince students mus t 
be concerned with the techni cal problems encountered in playing musi c  
t o o  d ifficult for them, they are apt to think only of note s o  Musical 
insight and feeling , which should be a part of all pe rformance , is po st-
poned until 11 after the note s are learned . 11 
In refusing to use musi c which is above the pe rforming level of his 
*Although many sta te s  do not have " require d "  numbers as s uch, dir­
e ctors are urged to choose from li sts of '' sugge sted "  numbers under penalty 
of being graded down for a choice of numbers wh ich jud ge s  might not con­
s ider '' conte s t  material o 11 
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groups this writer has been pe nalized in conte st on o ccasion .  Perhaps 
this i s  a fault in the jud ging of contes ts rather than in c onte sts them-
selve s .  
Conte sts are not uniform in the matter o f  judging. A musi cal per-
f ormance is rather intangible to jud ge to be gin with and the j udges vary 
so much in musical background , ideas on interpretation, tas te s ,  philos-
ophie s of teaching, and the like that it is not surprising that we do 
not get uniform, satisfactory judging at all time s .  
It has been said that to a large degree , the 11 j ud ge s  are the con-
te s t , " and that most o f  the good , a s  well as most o f  the ill s ,  arising 
from these events can be attributed d ire ctly to their e fforts . students ,  
parents , directors , teachers , administrators ,  and others in any wczy con-
ne cted with a musi c  contest tend to agree that the large portion of 
bene fit to be derived from a conte st is squarely up to the j udge . 5  
If this i s  true , it i s  the belie f  of this write r  that we leave too 
much to chan ce in the sele cting of j udge s . 
Revelli says that too frequently there seems t o  be no s creening of 
ad j ud icators and that mo st of them had no opportunity to attend a s chool 
for adjudicators . 6  
Karl Gehrkens in summing up his experiences as an ad j ud icator, has 
said , 
Music conte sts have had and are s till having great value in 
s timulating perfection in mus ical performance , but they have als o  
-':Frank , op . cit . , p .  24. 
6Revelli, ££:.• cit . , p .  63 . 
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brought in their train a very large amount of bad feeling, c on­
siderable heartbreak, and an over-emphasis on the conte st numbers, 
thus depriving the student of the contact with a greater number 
of compositions wh ich he would normally have . It was be cause I 
Il\Y'Self encountered s o  much bad feeling , poor sportsmanship, and 
unpsychological teaching that I gave up adjudicatirJ.g many years 
ago - I found that it was too hard to judge t 7 
By virtue of the fact that the human element is involved in judg-
ing it is rather difficult to develop a standard of measuring that can be 
s trictly adhered to . Instruments for measuring some basic attainments 
are still poorly developed or non-existent. 
The contest idea is not consistent with generally: accepted phi­
losophies of education. According to Gene Chenoweth, 
• • • the most potent ind ictment of contests of all kinds comes 
not from school adminis trators or from the music educators them­
selves ,  but from a group who have no direct stake in the issue at 
all, and s ince they have nothing personally to win or lose by the 
outcome, we have reas on to give some thought to the ir conclusion . 8  
This group, the mental hygienists and the psychiatrists , who are 
in a key pos ition to evaluate the causes of mental breakdown and person-
ality disorders among our young people and adult population, tell us that 
the pre ssures of competition in modern life can be placed high among the 
bas ic reasons f or the appalling amount of mental illness in our day. 
The educational psychologist interpre ts the total school pattern 
in terms of what it means to those children who come under his care . He 
knows what pressure s exist . for all the children by observing those who 
break under them. In this way, he is able to suggest changes in the 
7 
Gehrkens , op . cit. , p .  58 . - -
80ene Chenoweth � ttWhat Shall We Do About Competition?" Music 
Educators Journal, llXIIT N o .  3 ( January, 1947 ) ,  P o  20 . 
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curricula which present a more friendly environment to the growing per-
sonality. Much in the same way medical science stud ie s  the diseased 
person in order to build up safeguards . for those who are still healthy, 
' 
and, just as medical sc ientist warns us to take preventive measures a-
gain.st threats to our physical well-lseing, the mental hygienis t  points 
to the forces of com.petition as a major threat to mental health. 
There seems to be a trend in progressive school systems to elim­
inate the competitive elements in educatior;. ( "Progressive" is used here 
in terms of a farsighted awareness of new advances rather than, meaning 
experimental ) .  
Chenoweth quotes Dr . :D .  B.  K1ein as saying, 
In many re spe cts our s chools reflect the bitterly competitive 
spirit .of the world of commerce . To advance , to get b.;igh marks , 
to Win honors , to pile up . academic credit, to outshine the other 
students in analagous to rising in the busine ss hierarchy .. . . .. . . 
SOl!le even profe ss to see a relentless law of biology :pperative · 
both in the world' of education and the world of busine s s . Only 
the fit, so they believe , can weather the academic and e conomic 
storms . They proj ect what they take to be Darwinian philos ophy 
into the mad scramble fer educational prestige and financial 
succe s s . Those endowed with the requisite brawn, bravery, and 
whatever else it takes will fight through and come out on top .  
The weak and flabby and eoward'.cy' will just have to take the . 
consequences of having been bom into a world whe re the race is 
to the swift, the battle to the strong . • • • 
The mislead ing applicati on of the doctrine of biologic struggle 
to educational affairs can hardly jus tify the e vils of academic 
compe tition. The chief concern of the s chools should be the wel­
fare of the individual child rather than children taken in the 
abstract as a total graup . Bi.olGg i.sts are interested in group 
or species adjustment, but educators a�d mental hygienists are 
inte re sted in ind ividual adjustment .. 9 
.. 
It is possible that as instrumental d irectors we have been large -
ly concerned with the production of music, while forgetting that it is 
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not music, as such, but its effe ct on personality growth that j us tifie s 
it a place in the curriculum. 
One of the evils of music competition is not merely its UIIWhole -
some influence on thos e who fail but als o on those who suc ceed in winning 
honors . Mental hygienists will spot the danger in this immediately, ac­
cording to Chenowe th . 10 It is the danger of be coming a perfe ctionist . 
They expe ct too much of themselves and of those who come under their di­
re c tion . This does not refer to those ind ividuals who set attal.nable 
goals for themselve s nor doe s  it mean that we should abolish standard s 
or laud med iocrity .  " Our goals for each ind ividual must be s o  adjusted 
as to make suc ce s s  a consequence of reas onable e ff ort�;u. Stud ents will 
seldom be happy reaching for e asy goals or s tr iving f or unattainable one s .  
One of the fears expre s sed by those who favor competition, is that 
they will no ionger be able to maintain the same high level of performance 
once the s timulus of the compe titive element is removed . Regard[.ess of 
whether this reasoning is true or false , it indicate s the stre s s  laid on 
performance perfection as though all other elements of the teaching job 
were se condary to that of getting a profe s sional pe rformance out of 
s chool children. As musicians , such an attitude has merit; as teachers 
we cannot permit it. In this light Chenoweth has said , 
Perhaps wi. thin the breast of each of us the teache r  is con­
s tantly warring with the musician. Perhaps the two will never 
lOibi" d . , 20 21 pp . - • 
see eye to eye , but for the sake of the pupil the teacher mus t 
always be satisf ied ; perhaps the musician never .12 
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The contest advocates possib:cy- have justification when they point 
to the la ck of motivation in many "no-contest'' schools , but many in-
dividuals in life are also large:cy- motivated by the des ire to make money 
rather than a desire to create a worthwhile life of dignity and happiness . 
Is it possible ,to compare the lasting satisfaction of the latter with 
the uncertainties of the former? 
John w .  Beattie rather drolly describes the plight of the direc-
tor who is committed to c onte st partic ipation. 
His plight reminds one of that ancient tale of the Chine se who 
se t fire tc:> the house every t :ime they wanted to roast a pig . He 
has to stage the operetta in order to raise money enough to finance 
the trip to the contest • • •  or he needs the money for payment of 
entrance fees • • •  So he familiarizes a fine lot of children 
[with music of questionable valu� • • • in order that they rnal 
perform • • • Bach, Schubert, or Mendelssohn in compe tition . 3 
A group of s chool superintendents meeting in 1931 drew up the fol-
lowing set of resolutions concerning all types of contests ,  some of which 
is aimed d irec t:cy- at music contests ., 14 
I .  Social 
1.  As at pre sent organized , it be comes ne cessary for contes­tants to travel long distance s  and to remain away from home for 
more than one day;-t'hus requiring chaperonage which is often 
difficult and expens ive to provide . 
2 .  Contestants from one city are frequently housed in several 
different dwellings , thus making proper chaperonage impos s ible . 
12Ibid . 
13.nykema and Gehrkens , op . cit . ,  p .  328 . 
14J . E .  Maddy, 11The Conte s t  In Education, 11 Music Supervisors 
Journal, XVII  (December, 1931) ,  p.  45 .  
3 .  Immature pupils frequently tend to develop anti�social 
instead of s ocial and unifying feelings o 
II . Phys ical 
1.  The present practice of conducting regional and state 
contests"""iriikes  it ne ce ssary for some contestants to travel such 
long d istances that the resulting fatigue makes equitable 
competition impossible . 
2 .  The hazard s of tra.nsportmg conte stants long distances 
is all o�of proportI'on to the poss ible benefits , and forces 
school officials to assume a risk which cannot be justified 
educationally. 
3 .  Nervous and phys ical strain resulting from an excessive 
number of participations for the purpose of attempting to 
e stablish a nominal championship is out of proportion to the 
educational value . 
4. Ca.ring for students who are ill during a contest in 
a distant c ity is a responsi'bllity WfiICh should not be forced 
on s chool officials . 
III . Economic 
1. The cost of maintaining and transporting contestants 
long distances is-Out of proportion to the educational value, 
and tends to cause a community to d ivert funds to the s upport 
of a limited number of over-trained students .. 
2 .  The present tendency to provide uniform dre s s for 
conte staiitS puts a burden of expense on parents and s chool 
officials which cannot . be  justified educationally . 
3 .  The serious interruption of school work of the non= 
conte s ting s"tudents , while their cias smates-ar0 participating 
in a contest, is immeasurable • 
. 4. The cost of employing substitute teachers , or of 
dismissing the classes of chaperoning teache rs , cannot be 
justified . 
IV 0 Educational 
1 • .  The competitive contest ideals are in d irect v;i.olation 
of the m'O'St generally accepted and defensible ideals of a well 
organized extra-curricular program, :in that interest is c on­
centrated on a limited number of highly trained few instead 
of a conte st is ma.de the obje ctive rather than the providing 
of opportunity for all to explore and develope avo cational 
interests . 
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2 .  Competitive conte s t  ideals , as now carried on in 
prac tice , are in direct violation of a very fundamental principle 
of American education, namely, that the citizens are supporting 
public education for the purpose of equalizing opportunity . 
3 .  The present practi ce is als o  educationally inde fensible 
because the cost is all out of proportion to the e d ucational -
value... It force s the e ducational organization and personnel 
to assume obligations which are entirely foreign to the purposes 
of educati on , and frequently defeats its maj or purpose s .  
4. Preparation for conte sts re s olve s itself into training 
of a parrow type rather than educational development of the 
type high school should provide . 
CHAPTER IV 
V:IE.WPOINT OF THOSE CONCERNED1 
As is the case in any d is cus sion where there is a d i fference of 
opinion, those c on cerned have rather definate viewpo ints re gard ing the 
issue in q�estion . It would seem that there are four maj or groups in­
volved in the contest whose viewpoints we should examine : s�ude nt, teach-
er, adminis trator, and community . 
VIEWPOINT OF THE PUPIL 
It is extreme:cy- human to desire to excel or to win . The compe t-
itive spirit is usual:cy- more prevalent during the formative years of youth 
than at other time s in life . The junior and senior high school pupil 
like s  the excitement which a conte s t  arouse s and wants to be part of a 
competing group venture . The c onte st afford s one outlet for his des ire 
to perform, and also the conte s t  gi-ve s him a chance to look upon his 
s chool with great pride , be cause it may have produced one or more 11win-
ning" groups , and , above all, he enj oys the experience of going out of 
town. 
From the pupil 1 s viewpoint there are, however, some factors a-
gainst the contest. Going hand in hand with his desire to win goes the 
fear that he may lose . This is particularly true in s olo events , for in 
his own mind he mus t not lose stature in the eyes of his fellow mus icians , 
his parents , and his community . He may be cons idered an inferior musi­
c ian if he d oe s  not win as high a rating as in the past. 
1M11ton, op . c it . , pp . 30-31 and 67 & - - '::> 
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VIEWPOINT OF THE TEACHER 
As the teacher face s the co�te s t, be carrie s the burden of his 
own emotional s train plus that of the contestants . He sometime s be comes 
haras sed with the antagonisms between pupils , be tween teachers , between 
s chools , and e ven between towns . To add to this burden, d iffi cult s it-
uations may arise between parent and teacher. The parents of an unsuc-
ce s s ful conte stant may feel that the teacher has devoted more ti.me to 
the succes s ful  c onte stant, when su ch has not been the ease . The musical 
I 
development of the child is often submerged in favor of concentrated 
effort on conte st material, leaving marw worthwhile proje cts undeveloped . 
The intere sted teacher often may wonder if winning a prize or plaque is 
worth the loss sometime s  suffered by the ind ividual pupil . 
Some teachers will argue a gainst fe s tivals and in favor of conte sts 
be cause they do not like to drown the prestige of their groups in ·  larger 
.festival groups . One might suspe ct that some teacher s have pe rsonal 
reasons based on this line of thought . 
VIEWPOINT OF THE ADMINISTRAT OR 
The administrator may, for ·the same reasons the students and tea ch-
ers d o ,  desire conte st partic ipati on. That successful c ompe tition give s  
a s chool a certain amount pf prestige cannot be denie d ,  and such compe-
ti �ion may help j ustify the existence of a musi c  program to pers ons in the 
community who are not aware of the educational value to be fo�d in a well 
\ 
organized music program . Conve rsely, the adminis trator conceivably could 
have selfish motives . 
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An administrator in sympathy with the music teacher who is s tri v­
ing to teach as many as pos sible of the s tudent body to understand and 
appreciate good music may see ne gative value s in c onte st worko This 
administrator often believes that preparation for a conte st eliminate s 
or restricts the help of the music department in preparing for as semblie s 
, 
and other programs of special importance which include all departments 
of the schoolo 
Administrators often criticize the c onte st be cause the pressure 
for learning a few diff icult numbers during the spring seme ster make s  it 
impos sible for a group to participate widely in lo cal community and stu= 
dent-body affairs . 
VIEWPOINT OF THE COOOJNITY 
Members of some c ommunitie s feel that the c onte st may bring about 
better school-community relationships , and that fame is brought to the 
town through the winning of prize s ..  It create s an activity which c ivic 
groups may support wholeheartedly.  Private teachers find ,  too , that a 
conte s t  give s them reason for gaining new pupils among the boys and girls 
who enter s olo events .. 
Other members of the community d o  not wish the s chool to risk loss 
of pre stige with s chools in other communities through losing a t contest . 
They feel that a conte st develops a superiority complex on the part of 
some students , some parents , and some private teachers o 
CHAPTER V 
OTHER MEANS OF PUBLIC EV ALUATICN 
THE FESTIVAL 
Some form of noncompetitive music festival has probably been used 
as an inspirational and promotional device as long as  there have been 
amateur groups in sufficient number and prox:imity . Inf'ormaJ. festivals 
were held in this country among the singing schools of ne ighboring towns 
-before the Revolutionary War. In 1815, · Boston was the scene of an elab­
orate music fe s tival to celebrate the end of �he War of 1812 . The first 
publicized school music festival was held in Boston in 1858, in 'Which the­
singers from various schools in the city sang unde r the direction of 
Carl Zerrahn.1 
The noncompe titive festival has been a part of the school music 
program in this country almost from the be ginning , many s chools now hold-
( 
ing annuaJ. affairs . Some states even include solo and ensemble e vents at 
noncompetitive festivals . 
The ntypical noncompetitive s chool music festival'' has been de-
s cribed by Cory a s  follows : 
From twenty to twenty-five schools within one general area combine 
force s to present a fe stival of one-and one-half to two days duration . 
Bands and choruses may be presented in massed form or mSlf be pre sented 
as fest ival groups of selected membership . When orch�stra is pre­
sented it is usua.lly in the latter form. Both inst:rumental and vocal 
solos and small ensembles are given a chance to perform be fore critics 
1Philip B. Cory, "A Survey of Noncompetitive Music Festivals , '' 
Music Educators J ournal  XXXVII No . 5 (April-May, 1951 ) ,, pp. 34-36. 
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for written comments o The critics are from e ither higher or sec­
ondary educational institution facultie s . They are als o expected 
to d ire ct the massed or the all-fe stival large groups . The 
fe stivals are sponsored by music directors ' associations and are 
controlled by theme Expenses are met by means of per capita 
registration fee s ; by admission charge s to the e vening entertain­
ments , and by dues or fee s charged the participating s chools . 
The local chamber of commerce as sists in se curing the nece ssary 
accommodations . 2  
It would seem advisable to develop a plan which would retain all 
the value s of the conte st and yet meet the obj e c tions . Proponents of the 
fes tival ( as opposed to the conte st ) are of the opinion that the prin­
c iple s underlying the festival are consistent with this line of thought . 3 
Many pupils who have attended f e stivals have e stablished friendly 
relationsh ips with s tudents of other communit ie s  - an experience not as 
likely to eventuate where there is compe tition . In the fes tival, emotion-
al strain of the conte st is absent. Music is performed f or the sake of 
its ow worth, and yet the desire to belong t o  a performing group is sat-
isfied . The benefits of an excursion to anothe r city, whi ch  the contest 
provide s ,  can be realized also where a festival is attended .  · 
While the youngster respond s to the stimulus of a conte st, if 
given the opportunity to participate in a festival, he may prefer the 
cooperative to the competitive spirit. 
If a s chool de cide s to attend a fe stival , the teacher and partic i-
pants may, as in the conte st, receive constructive help through criticism 
of unbiased , recognized j udges . The fe stival, in us ing many and varied 
"1rilton, £e• cit . ,  pp . 30-31 ; and Ernst, ,£Ee c it . , pp . 26-28. 
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type s of material, helps prove the place that music has in the curricu� 
lum.. The development of every member of the group is considered instead 
of only the talented few, which some times is the case in c ontest ., 
Many administrators prefe r  the fe stival as an incentive fpr boys 
and girls . This is espe cially true in small s chools where there is not 
suf'f icient talent to enter a contest or whe re  problems of lack of equip­
ment or instruments make contest partic ipation unlikely e An administrator 
may feel that this type of music program does not cause the emotional 
strain. on his student body and teachers which conte st sometime s  provoke 1> 
There is to be found a group of citizens in the c ommunity who favor 
the musical relationships between s chool and community developed by a . 
fe stival e They feel that the fe stival sets a s tructure for growth in 
student-community participation e In their opinion the fe s tival builds 
civic pride through all groups be ing represented and causes a feeling of 
onenes s .  
Karl Ernst has proposed a city wide plan similar to one used in 
Portland, Oregon, which could be adapted to smalle r  communitie s within 
a given geographical area e  
A general theme was sele cted for this festival which would add 
dramatic appeal, thus hold ing greater audience attention, and also help 
make the listener aware of the fact that music was important, and that 
it was realistically related to daily life with its problems and sat­
isfactions . 
Music was chosen with the theme in mind for choral groups and for 
a mas sed city orchestra$ 
Choirs were seated as uni ts in a baleony thus be ing able to hear 
and . see the performance of the other groups .  A double riser arrangement 
made it pos sible for one group to ente r  the stage as another le ft . 
The massed_ orche stra played following ·every second choir . The 
alternation of instrumental with vocal music gave contrast t o  the pro­
gram and helped maintain aud ience attention and intere st. 
Following the individual choir and massed orche stra performances ,  
the comb:ined ensemble pe rformed seve ral numbers which were c onne cted by 
appropriate narration to the theme of the program. 
Instead of judges, · a choral c onsult.ant was invited to attend the 
festival as an obse rve r .  During the week following the festival the 
consultant visited the s chool of each parti cipating group . Personal c on-
ference s we re arranged with d irectors and princ ipals . On one afternoon 
and evening a j o int  clinic and round-table d is cussion was held . In e -
valuating this type o f  fe stival, the partic ipating d irectors ma.de the fol­
lowing observations as they compared results with those accruing from the 
contests in wh-ich they had part ic ipated so often .• 
1. S tudent intere st was much more vital . Students themselves 
were le s s  tense and more enthusiastic in pe rforming before other 
high school musicians and a large audience . Direc tors agreed 
that the efforts of students in this type fe s tival were much 
greater than those for contest, and performance standards . the re ­
fore equal to, and in s ome case s h igher th.an und e r  the motivation 
of the c onte s t .  
2.  The audi toritnn was filled to capacity and the audience 
voi ced its enthusias ti c approval in many ways • .  
3 .  The program was built upon musi c  of c ontrast and variety .  
Participants had an opportunity o f  he aring new numbers and 
utilizing some of them in the ir own future programs . There was 
a challenge to each choir to choose music which it could handle 
e ffe ctively and wh ich would be st repre sent its abilitie s .  
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4. Little extra rehearsal time was required since the par­
ticipating groups ch ose ,music they wished to perform and which 
was the ref ore within their perf orm.anc� ability . Nearly all of 
the musi c  chosen could be utilized in other programs in separate 
localitie s .,  
5 .  Administrators we re  enthusias tic and high school principals 
attended 100 per cent .  The reque s t  was ma.de that this type fe s ­
tival be continued . 
6. Rating was unofficial and informal , for every participant 
and aud itor made re lative comparisons . They instin ctively made 
allowances for smaller, special, and technical s chools where 
standard s  obviously could not be as high . Each group was anxious 
to excel before this kind of audience, and the natural competitive 
element brought none of the unhappy outcomes whi ch  often result 
from formal ratings . The contacts made by the c onsultant in the 
week following the fe stival gave an opportunity for real growth 
among both students and teachers . 
'Ernat feels that there is a need to experiment with programs built 
around a unit idea.,  As example s of programs of this natu re ,  h e  lists : 
the Salt Lake City Schools with musi c  fe s tivals on "Youth - the Hope of 
the World " and "We Sing of the Th:ings We Love 11 : the Oakland , California 
Schools with "The Song of Mann and 11Music for Tomorrow" : ])alas , Texas 
Schools with fe stivals entitled "Feast of Carols 11 and "Fe s tival of Pra is e . n  
Milton has pointed out one aspe ct o f  fe s tivals which one might d o  
well to consider . 4  The whole group cannot always be :included in a fe s -
tival organization . This some time s develops re sentment toward tho se who 
are included and frus trate s the anticipation of participating , thus a-
rousing a feeling of inferiority on the . part of those not chosen . Then 
too , if a boy or girl re gard s the thrill of winning as paramount, then he 
will not be content with the festival, e ithe r  as an ind ividual or as a 
member of a group .  
h:Milton, �· c it . ,  p .  67 . 
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Those who advocate the festival maintain that " this is an event 
which is consonant with the kindly, so cial spirit of music. "5 It per-
mits a much larger number of s tudents to participate while almost elim-
inating the strain and self-cons ciousne ss often found in the conte s t .  
THE BAND INSPECTIC!i PLAN 
In the report of the Consultants • Council of the Southern Divis ion 
of the MENC there were included a number of variations of the c ompe tition­
ad jud ication procedure . 6  
The following i s  a d e scription o f  a. plan where by the students stay 
a.t home and the ad judicators do the trave ling . 
Unde r this plan the jud ge s  or inspe ctors visit the band s instead 
of bands gathering before the judge s at a c onte s t  center. The program 
is available to any band in the state , the requirement be ing that each 
group be a member of the state association and that the school pay the 
prescribed inspe ction fee . The bands adhere to all state r ules for 
ad j udication as set up by the state association. 
The advantage s of this plan would be ; (1)  the expense and problems 
of transporting a group would be e liminated , and ( 2 )  the group would have 
the advantage of . performing in familiar surround ings and consequently 
the tension often found in the usual conte st would be les sened • .  The main 
5Dykema and Gehrkens ,  op. cit . ,  p .  313 . 
6
consultants 1 Council, Music Educators National Conference . 
11 Competitions and Fe stivals , 11 Music :Ed ucators Journal, .llXI No . 6 
(May-June, 1945) , pp. 36-37 . 
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d isadvantage would appear to be the fac t that s tudents would be unable 
to hear what other groups were doing . 
THE PREPARED REPERTOIRE PLAN 
The C onsul.tap.ts • Council of the Eastern Divis ion of the MEN C  rec­
ommended the f ollowing - procedure : 7  
l .  Music covering s ix  levels o f  difficulty is listed and made 
available to participating d irectors . 
2 .  ·nireetors sele ct mus ic which in their opinion can be 
mastered by -the ir organizat ions • 
.3 .  Six numbers are prepared for the annual aud ition . 
4. The ad j udi cator s ele cts one of the se numbers , the c onductor 
anothe r one . 
· 
5. The audit ion continue s on e ither a festival or c ompe tition 
basis. 
This plan would possibly satisfy those who maintain that the conte s t  
limits a band ' s  repertoire ,  in that more material would ne ces sarily have 
to be covered . Also , the band would be able to use music which is w.i. thin 
their pe rformance ability . The element of · c ompetition would still be 
pre sent as would the other benefits . Transportation problems and finan­
cial problems as well as othe rs would still exist. 
A variation of this procedure has been proposed by John H. Stehn . 8 
As a substitute measure (for conte st or for s ight read ing )  and for 
the gene ral improvement of contest he sugge sts the following repertoire 
requirement . For example , le t e ach Clas s A band submit a lis t of ten 
1 Ibid . ,  p .  37 . 
8stehn, op . cit. , p .  48+ .  
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marches and five to ten sele cted numbers ; le t the judges then name 
the numbe rs to be played for ad j ud i cation ; let the band be graded both 
on the quality of its repertoire and on i ts performance . This would in­
sure the study of a variety of music ; would prevent overconcentration on 
two or three numbers ; would tend to make the contest more intere sting to 
both players and audience , would leave the primary emphasis where it 
should be - on care ful and musicianly preparation of music. 
RECORDED CONTESTS 
'lhere exists today anothe r alternat ive made possible by the per­
fecting of recording devices .  Someone has advanced the idea that many 
· of the evils of the c onte st would be ove rc ome if ea ch participating band , 
we re  to record their conte st selections and send them to s ome central 
point for adj udication. Pos sible disadvantages would be ;  (1 ) no chance 
.for comparison in light of what other groups were doing , ( 2 )  the social 
experience would be lacking, and ( 3 )  the great d iffe rence in the type s 
of re cording devi ce s  and in the ir ability to faithfully reproduce and 
the variety of band rooms in which such re cord ings would have to be made 
would tend to make a contes t  of th is design inequitable . 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AN� C ONCLUSICNS 
Music ins truction entered the American publi c s chools largely on 
the premise that it helped train the mind .  Emphasis wa s  given almost 
exclusively to the reading of music rather than ae sthe tic expre s si on.  
It was not until the turn of the century and , particularly , during World 
War I that the public and the s chools sensed more fully the emotional 
value of music in the live s of young pe ople . Community s inging and mil-
itary bands have c ontributed to this understanding . 
Music read ing is still c ons idered a valuable product of public 
education - not as an end in itself, but as a means toward richer musical 
enj oyment. 
Current statements of purpose generally stre s s  three maj or aims of 
musi c  education for the child : ( 1 )  to develop an appreciation for worth-
1"3hile music, ( 2 ) to develop the ne ces sary skills and ability for enj oy­
able participation, and ( 3 ) to develop a de sire for expanding and refining 
the musical culture of the c0mmunity . 1  
All education aims in one way o r  another a t  the spiritual, mental , 
and physical improvement of the individual . In music education this 
take s the form of ttmaking the individual musically literate . 11 2 
111Music Educati0n ,  11 Encycloped ia of Modern Education (1943 ed . ) , 
Editor - Harry N .,  Rivlin, New York : Thefllilos oph ical Library of New York 
City, 1943 , p .  516 . 
2 Jame s Ne ilson, 11What Can We Do About Contest Ratings ?11 Etude , 
LXVIII N o .  2 (February, 1950) , p .  24. 
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It is evident that conte sts have significant relative meri ts and 
drawbacks . Whi ch are the s tronge r it is d ifficult to say . It is evi­
dent, howeve r ,  that certain fundamental change s are required if the 
contest is to retain its place as a worthwhile phase of mus ic education 
throughout the c ountry. The se fundamentals pertain to attitude s as well 
as te chnique s ;  among them, a shift from a selfish and competitive to a 
cooperative point of view, the acceptance of conte sts as a means to the 
development of a love for and an enj oyment of mus ic rather than a s  ends 
in themselve s ,  more e ffective practi ce s in conte s t  routine s and management, 
and more accurate method s of rre asuring and determining relatively intan­
gible attainments .  
Compared to many other academic field s ,  that of music education is 
in its be ginning stage s ,  and some extrinsi c  motive is ne eded in orde r to 
sti.milate intere s t .  But whether or not we should continue to promote 
conte sts and fe stivals beyond this need should b e  determ:ined by whether 
or not we can utilize them as a means of increasing and enriching the 
musical attainments of the people involved . Music, once it is rightlJ" 
experie nce d ,  needs no outside stimulus . 
The s ignificant change s that have been ma.de s ince the beginning of 
organized conte st-fe stivals indicate that we are aware of t he bad feature s 
involved and are moving toward an improved s ituation o Perhaps we can 
conclude that c onte sts and fe s tivals are worthwhile pract ices in music 
education if and w hen t hey are intelligently conce ived and judiciously 
managed .. Above all, these venture s mus t never become a maj or factor or 
the sole aim of the music education program. They should be sponsored 
in the ir proper relationsh ip with the other . departments of the s chool so 
that the entire s chool program may remain in focus . S ignificantly, 
William Revelli has said that 
• 0 • the fundamental purpose s of the conte s ts ,  aside from 
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an hone st attempt to e arn a first d ivision rating, involve the 
teaching of stude nts to conduct themselve s in such a manner that 
they will achieve the true value s of the contest in its every 
phase and then receive not only a rating , but of more importance , 
£ul1 measure of benef it from the experien ce of having participat­
ed • • • •  the value s of contest participation are to be f ound in 
its preparation, rather than in the final performaii'Ce-.- Mos £ of"'" 
the se value s are realized before the group performs at the site 
of the conteste If proper attitudes have been established , the 
final rating is likely to be le s s  d isappointing and certainly 
le s s  important than the value s gained from i ts preparation, or 
even from the ad jud icator ' s  evaluation of the performance • • • •  
The future s uc ce s s  of our c ompe tition-fe stival re s ts upon t hree 
main s ource s ,  namely ( a )  the administrator - his sympathetic 
support and understand ing of the various problems dire ctly 
concerned with the function of this • • •  program. ( b) The 
conte st management, i . e . the mus ic educator h imself - his ob­
j e ctive s ,  philosophy, his administrative -organizational 
abilitie s ,  and the d e gree of e ffic iency with which he is able 
to manage and administer problems o f  his • • • ass o c iation .  
( c )  . The adjud icator - the jurist - the umpire - the pe rson 
upon whose ve ry d e c i s ion depend s so many things . He re is the 
focal point of agreement or dissens ion . Upon his shoulde rs re s ts 
the re spons ibility of teaching the participants many valuable 
le s s ons s o  vital to the ir ultimate progres s and goals ; • • • 3 
In the sele cting of adj udi cators , it would seem de sirable to look 
into the ir exper ience and re cord in the school fie ld . Many excellent pro -
fe s sional tea che rs ,  performers , and conductors who posseag the ne ce s sary 
musicianship to qualify as top-flight j ud ge s are not s ufficiently in-
formed as to the school problem, s tandard s , obj e c t ives ,  and limitat ions 
to d o  an eff icient j ob as an ad judicator of school groups . The adj ud ica-
tor, to be properly qualif ied ,  should have taught, conducted , and worked 
in the s chool f ield . 
3Revelli, op o cit . ,  p .  19+ . 
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It is the re sponsibility o f  the adj udicator to offer such comments , 
criticism, sugge s ti ons , and data which will serve as valuable material 
for further progre s s  of those j ud ge d . 
We should expec t  our j'udge s to have s ome s ort of intelle ctual and 
cultural background . The · mere academic mus ician is of little value as 
an adjudicator, for music is an art as well a s  a s cience , and an art has 
its f oundations in the soulo 
In considering the advisability of contes t  or fe s t ival participation 
one must take into account the relationship of the musi c program of a 
g iven school with that �f other s chools . Will that program be helped or 
hinde red if it is carried on without reference to what other schools are 
doing? If it will be hindered by the lack of a relationship, shall it 
develop a relationship .in the form of a contest, a fe stival , or a com­
bination of both ?  Generally s peaking, it is usu.ally advisable to main­
tain some s ort of regular contact with neighboring s chools . Probably the 
c onditions in the schools c oncerned should determine the f o rm  of relation­
ship. 
Is olation may easily develop care le s sne ss .  The mus i c  program which 
avoid s publi c performance because of the s train it puts on performers 
and directors usually is a weak one . The musi c director or administrator 
may have a faulty opinion of their mus ic program if it has not withs tood 
c omparison with what is be ing d one in other schools . Compe tant ad j ud i ca­
tion can aid a director immeasurably . This writer is of the opinion that 
s ome sort of interrelationsh ip � exis t  between nei ghboring schools if 
.their re spe ctive musi c  programs are to progre s s  and grow in the light of 
what is bene fi c ial for their student s .  The s ituation in any given s chool 
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will, to a great extent, govern the type of relationship . I t  should be 
clearly unde rs tood that this " s i tuation" may, and probably 'Should change 
from year to year, thus ne ce ssitating a d if fe rent approach o What is 
good todey may be of little value tomorrow. As :Dykema and Gehrkens have 
said , 
If there is inertia and incompetence to be overcome , probably 
the s timulation, even the shock, of a conte s t  is nee ded ; if in the 
opinion of a well qualified music educator who has made a survey 
of the s chool ' s program, the work is pr oceed mg well ,  or if there 
has been overstimulation due t o  exce s sive or unwise conte st 
partic ipation, the quieter regulation of the fe stival should be 
pre s cribed ; if c onditions are normal , as we hope they will in­
creasingly become in the high s chools of our c ountry , the c om­
bination of conte s t  and f e s tival should probably be taken along 
with other ordinary s pr ing tonic s . 4 
Many de s irable attitude s and character traits can be derived by 
the s tudent from the fe s tival , but it seems that the prmcipal benefit 
is the encouragement of perf orming musi c of a high s tandard of excellence 
and attaining a worthy goal , for the worth of the activity ins tead of for 
an award or a prize . Also the spirit of cooperative enterprise wotild be 
foste re d , eliminating the antagonisms which are of ten prevelent in the 
conte s t  situation . 
Some type of f e stival is ne eded : as a goal to motivate learn-
ing for the pupil and to enable him to experience the j oy of performing ; 
as an incentive to the teacher to maintain a high standard of teaching 
and pe rformance ; as a means of a s suring the admmi strator that music e d -
ucation may benefit the whole s chool and community ; and as an opportuni ty 
for the community to build better s chool-community relati onships and 
greater civic prid e . 
hoykema and Gehrkens , Sf• �. , p .  329 . 
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Some one has said , "Music is the lubricant of society . 11  Through 
careful plannmg our public programs can make it a more eff e ct ive part 
of Ameri can life . 
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